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Shaping your unique events and celebrations
Be Inspired



“We would like to express our 
thanks and appreciation to a 

very professional events team.
Your prompt service and 
support made our event

a success.” 
APAC - Brocade Communicate Singapore Pte Ltd

The staff formed an amazing 
team and provided great 

support and assistance, making 
the event a great success.” 

Eventology Limited

“We would like to thank the 
team for the excellent service 

provided during our event. 
Working together with
Pan Pacific Singapore

is always easy and pleasant.” 
InLog Management

“Our experience with
Pan Pacific Singapore was a 

total standout.”
Marcus Evans



“The team was prompt and 
effective in their service 

delivery and were willing to go 
the extra mile at all times.”

UBA Capital Trustees Limited

“The team exhibited a high level 
of professionalism and efficiency. 
We felt assured in leaving the 

event in their hands.”
Mitsubishi Corporation

…… we thank all the staff at           
Pan Pacific Singapore for 
their attentiveness and 

excellent service.” 
National University of Singapore RMI

“We would like to express 
our appreciation to the 

team for being patient and 
accommodating to the changes 

made during our event.” 
 O’Connors’s Singapore Pte Ltd



Memorable
Hotel Experiences

Enjoy world-class service standards, 
stylish meeting facilities and luxurious 

accommodation at Pan Pacific Singapore as we 
create unforgettable memories and experiences 

for you. Nestled in the heart of Singapore’s 
bustling Marina Bay, 790 rooms and suites, 
27 state-of-the-art meeting rooms and six 

restaurants and bars are all designed to provide 
unrivalled excellence for your business and 
leisure requirements. In recognition of the 

professional and impeccable service standards 
and facilities, Pan Pacific Singapore has also 

consistently been voted amongst the World’s Best 
Business Hotels by Travel + Leisure World’s Best 
Awards and is a Recommended Hotel as listed by 

Forbes Travel Guide 2015. 



Defining
    Success



Pacific 
Ballroom
Everything you need to create an 
impressive meeting or convention 
is at the Pacific Ballroom. With 4.8 
metre high ceilings and more than 
800 square metres of space, the 
pillar-less ballroom can accommodate 
up to 800 delegates for a cocktail 
reception. State-of-the-art audio-
visual technology, first class amenities 
and bespoke service create that 
unforgettable experience for you and 
your delegates. The options are endless 
with the flexibility of having three 
smaller breakout rooms for more 
intimate discussions. 

• 805 square metres in combined 
area

• 800 total seating capacity

• Private reception foyer

• Dedicated driveway



Ocean 
Conference 
Centre
For a more private setting, our 
intimate Ocean function rooms set 
the stage for an artfully designed 
meeting. Be sure to find a space that 
best suits your event. Apart from the 
flexible seating arrangement, the state-
of-the-art audio-visual technology 
contributes to a unique experience. 

• 14 stylish function rooms

• Flexibility to combine five 
function rooms into a ballroom

• Flexibility to accommodate 
various group sizes

• Suitable for board meetings, 
conferences and lectures



Pacific Centre
Elevate your meeting and discussions to a new level at the Pacific Centre located on level 22. 
The rooms are filled with natural light and floor to ceiling windows offer stunning views of the 
city skyline and Marina Bay harbour. Equipped with the latest audio-visual equipment, these 
meeting rooms are excellent for an interactive discussion or brainstorming sessions. To further 
customise the experience, secretariat services are also available at the Pacific Centre.



Networking at Pacific Centre
The Pacific Centre, located on level 22, is an ideal venue for both meetings and intimate 

dinners and cocktail receptions. Enjoy mesmerising views, both day and night, with the floor 
to ceiling windows that fill the rooms with natural light, and balconies that overlook the city 
skyline. The exclusive suites at the Pacific Centre make for excellent choices for networking 

sessions while the thoughtful service ensures an enjoyable and seamless experience for guests.

 



Embrace the Space
Located in the heart of Pan Pacific Singapore’s lobby, Atrium is home to Asia’s 
longest bar at 44-metres. Together with the floating pods and reflection pool. 
Atrium creates a dramatic backdrop for corporate networking events. Living 

Room, an intimate space with expansive couches, provides ample space to 
accommodate more than 100 delegates for a private cocktail event. Our 

professional event planners are on hand to craft a personalised reception and 
attend to the finer details, ensuring a memorable event for all. 



Meeting with a View  
With its impeccable service and breath-taking views of Singapore’s skyline, 
the Pacific Club at level 38 offers a truly unique meeting experience. It has 
two private rooms that are ideal for intimate business meetings. The audio-

visual facilities and high-speed wireless Internet access will complement 
memorable meeting experiences, making it a cut above the rest.



An Exquisite 
Experience
Besides flexible rooms to cater to 
conference requirements, Pan Pacific 
Singapore also provides a range of 
unique locations for that exquisite 
cocktail or networking event with 
clients and delegates. Ocean Gallery, 
located at level 3 and overlooking the 
lobby, is an ideal space for an informal 
cocktail reception for large groups. The 
art works at the Public Art Space also 
form a unique backdrop and create a 
talking point for guests.



Designed for 
Exclusivity
Poolside, located at level 4, is an 
enclave for intimate networking 
sessions. This private space combines 
the refreshing outdoors with a lush 
setting to create an unforgettable 
cocktail experience for guests. 
The mesmerising city skyline 
creates a picture perfect scene for a 
memorable experience.



Your Personalised Space 
for Celebrations
Pan Pacific Singapore’s Pacific and Ocean Ballrooms fit the 
bill for milestone celebrations, with stylish layouts that blend 
contemporary and classical designs in one venue. The impeccable 
service, exquisite set up and creative cuisine form a seamless 
combination for an event to remember. Entrust the details of 
your celebration to our professional team who will ensure a 
seamless experience. 



Refined
   Luxury



Deluxe Room
Our Deluxe Rooms are a unique 
expression of stylish comfort that 
feature plenty of natural light 
and contemporary design. These 
spacious and energy-efficient 
rooms include a thoughtfully 
appointed workspace and 
complimentary Internet access. 
Twin sharing option is available 
and guests who want to enjoy the 
refreshing morning and evening 
breeze can opt for Deluxe 
Balcony Rooms. 

Panoramic 
Room

Located on high floors, our 
elegantly furnished Panoramic 

Rooms provide a stunning view 
of the city to complement the 
well-appointed fittings. Each 

energy-efficient room includes 
an expansive workspace, an 
extensive selection of cable 

channels and complimentary 
Internet access. The floor to 

ceiling windows allow ample 
natural and create an energising 

light-filled atmosphere with 
unobtrusive lighting. 



Harbour 
Studio
Created for executives who relish 
more space, our generously sized 
Harbour Studios boast high quality 
furnishings, a dedicated work 
space and an intimate bar. Enjoy 
views of the South China Sea from 
the energy-efficient room, which 
comes with a luxurious bathroom, 
complimentary Internet access 
and Smart television with a wide 
choice of in-room entertainment.

City Suite
Our lush City Suites are 
designed with a separate 

living room area for business 
travellers who prefer more 

privacy. With a contemporary 
decor, these energy-efficient 

suites offer elegant stays with 
a spacious bathroom, walk-in 

wardrobe, an extensive selection 
of in-room entertainment 

and complimentary Internet 
connectivity. 



Skyline Suite
Our elegant Skyline Suites offer 

refreshing stays with modern 
furnishing, thoughtful and 

energy-efficient spaces, high 
quality finishes and soaring views 

of the city. Experience greater 
privacy with a separate living area 

and indulge with an extensive 
choice of in-room entertainment 

on the Smart television in addition 
to the complimentary wireless 

Internet connectivity. 

Pacific Room
Located on the top levels of the 
hotel, our Pacific Rooms offer 
views of the city and central 
Singapore. Designed for modern 
professionals, each Pacific room 
and suite offers complimentary 
wireless Internet connectivity 
and is equipped to fulfil your 
every need. Exclusive privileges 
for these rooms include access 
to the Pacific Club located on 
level 38. Guests can enjoy the 
privacy and bespoke service with 
priority check-in, daily breakfast 
and evening cocktails with a 
360-degree view of the city as a 
backdrop. 



Harbour Suite 
Our stylish Harbour Suites provide an 

expansive living space with stunning 
and energy-efficient accommodation 

located on the upper levels of the 
hotel. Sit back in the contemporary 

living room to enjoy an extensive 
selection of in-room entertainment or 

retreat into the luxurious bathroom 
for a relaxing soak in the tub.The 

high-speed complimentary wireless 
Internet, Smart Television with a 

choice of local and cable channels, and 
generous workspace also allow guests 

to attend to their business needs in the 
comfort of the well-appointed room. 
Guests will also enjoy complimentary 

Pacific Club access. 

Presidential 
Suite
Our stunning Presidential Suite is 
the epitome of Pacific hospitality and 
contemporary accommodation. The 
palatial suite encompasses a spacious 
bedroom and en suite bathroom 
fitted with a whirlpool tub and 
shower steam. The expansive suite, 
with complimentary high speed 
wireless Internet, has a separate 
dining, accommodation and living 
space complemented with full length 
window views of Singapore’s city 
skyline. Guests also enjoy exclusive 
complimentary access to Pacific Club. 



Be on Top of the World
Enjoy an unparalleled 360-degree view of Singapore’s skyline and the South China Sea at the Pacific 
Club located on level 38. Pacific Club guests enjoy exclusive benefits including priority check-in, 

Champagne breakfast, afternoon tea and sunset cocktails with canapés. This intimate space also caters to 
the needs of business travellers with two private dining rooms for intimate meetings and discussions.



Gastronomic
   Respite



Start the Day Right   
Guests looking for a light breakfast can delight in 
Continental Breakfast or American Breakfast at Pacific 
Marketplace. Complement your breakfast with a freshly 
brewed coffee or aromatic tea that will awaken your senses 
and prepare you for a new day. Private group breakfast and 
lunch options are available. 



Breakfast with a Difference   
For a more private setting, look no further than level 4 of the 

hotel. This unique and flexible space filled with natural light can be 
customised to accommodate groups of varying sizes for a sit-down 

or casual working breakfast. The impeccable service and an extensive 
breakfast spread creates a divine combination to kick-start your day.



A Theatrical Culinary Experience
An exciting culinary journey awaits at Edge, with seven live food theatres and a wide selection 

of local and regional cuisine. Start your day on a high note with a variety of breakfast items 
including Asian and Western selections, eggs prepared a la minute and delightful desserts. 

During lunch, the restaurant is transformed to present a smorgasbord of almost 120 dishes 
and 35 desserts. Indulge in the diverse and engaging dining experience with cuisines that are 

inspired by rich flavours and cooking techniques from the region. Signature dishes include 
grilled homemade sausages, Chinese roasted meats and seafood on ice. 



A Refreshing
   Respite



A Relaxing Enclave   
Tucked away on level 4 of Pan Pacific Singapore, St. Gregory spa is a sanctuary away from the city’s bustle. The serene enclave 
is a refreshing change as you have the luxury, time and space to renew and rejuvenate your senses. Our professionally trained 

therapists will revitalise your senses with the selection of signature treatments and therapies. Unwind with a traditional 
Chinese therapy or indulge in the signature St. Gregory treatments for a bespoke experience to sooth the tensions away from a 

hectic day. A Fitness Studio on level 4 provides a variety of cardio equipment as well as fitness classes to refresh and restore.



A Lush Oasis 
Soak up the tropical weather of Singapore with a refreshing cocktail by the idyllic pool. 

Tucked away from the city’s activities, the pool offers a refreshing respite to revitalise 
your mind and body complete with underwater acoustics for a unique experience.



Leisure and Entertainment 
Pan Pacific Singapore is conveniently linked to three shopping malls via a sky bridge. A range of activities – 

leisure, entertainment and dining experiences   - await as you unwind from a day’s work. Guests seeking a respite 
from the urban jungle can visit attractions within walking distance such as the magnificent Gardens by the Bay, 
home to a myriad of tropical and temperate flora and fauna. Alternatively, guests can choose to take a leisurely 
walk around Marina Bay to take in the sights of the city skyline or stop by the Merlion Park for a picture with 

the iconic symbol of Singapore and the bustling city as a backdrop. 



Suntec City   
Pan Pacific Singapore enjoys 
direct access to one of the most 
established names in the trade 
show and conventions market - 
Suntec Singapore Convention and 
Exhibition Centre which boasts 
more than 80,000 square metres of 
convention space across six levels. 
In 2013, the convention centre 
unveiled a refreshed look with state-
of-the-art meeting facilities and the 
increased capacity to accommodate 
large congress and forums. Lauded 
as the preferred place to meet, some 
key events previously held at the 
expansive convention centre include 
COMEX trade show, Singapore 
Art Fair and annual wedding fairs. 
Besides the flexible convention 
space, Suntec City also has more 
than 100 local and regional retail 
brands and guarantees a vibrant 
shopping experience. 



7 Raffles Boulevard, Marina Square, Singapore 039595
Tel: +65 6826 8250     Email: sales.ppsin@panpacific.com

panpacific.com/singapore


